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Impressive from any angle, day or night!

Proposed backyard 
concept - Pool optional
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Great attention to details throughout!
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An abundance of spectacular features!
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Practical mechanical systems that matter !

FLOOR AND 
WIRING READY 

FOR THIS 
OPTION
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Alta Vista Dream Home
Unsurpassed quality, full of eco-friendly amenities, 

ready to move in!

This spectacular home, designed by renowned architect Christopher

Simmonds, is located in the well-established neighbourhood of Alta Vista, one

of the city’s most desirable residential areas. Crestview Road is a quiet street

where young children can safely ride their bicycles. It’s within walking

distance of three hospitals: CHEO, Riverside and Ottawa’s General Hospital.

Being less than 500 meters from the Pleasant Park Rapid Transit Station,

you’re only minutes to downtown Ottawa via public transportation, 10 minutes

by car. This community also benefits from great schools and numerous

forested parklands, including dog-friendly Grasshopper Park.

Roy Nandram, owner of RND, is the builder of this two story, five bedroom, six

bathroom estate home. He has set a new standard for “green” excellence in

Ottawa. Every part of this R2000 NetZero-ready home incorporates the very

latest conveniences and energy efficiencies for your family’s health and

comfort. In fact, this home has just set new records for thermal performance!

(See www.rndconstruction.ca for RND’s growing list of outstanding awards).

A large entrance foyer with ceramic marble tiles leads to an impressive 17’

high curved feature wall. Glass walls highlight the den/study area and a

stately dining room large enough for a 12 guest dining table. The wet bar is

complete with thermostat controlled wine fridge, wine glass holders and

lockable spirits cabinets.

The great room is simply that: it’s GREAT! It features 18’ ceilings, natural
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224 Crestview Road

finish 5” engineered white oak floors, tall ceramic-tiled three-sided fireplace.

It is flooded with sunlight from large south-west facing windows overlooking

the large rear 12’ x 7’ stone deck and yard.

Nothing has been spared in the professionally designed 23’ wide custom

kitchen. High-end stainless steel appliances, massive sit-up center island

made of Cambria stone, solid maple dove-tail drawers on full extension rails,

articulated slide-out lazy-susan shelves, large pantry cupboard, cappuccino

coffee counter area, floor central-vacuum dust port, chef-caliber gas stove…

the list goes on and on. It also includes a generous eating area with large

double-wide “lift & slide” glass door to access the rear yard patio BBQ area.

The master bedroom is spacious and full of sunlight beaming through large

windows from three sides. The fireplace keeps you cozy at night. There are

built-in bedside nooks for your bedtime reading materials, a generous sitting

area, a truly stunning walk-in closet and a full-featured ensuite including

deep oval stand-alone tub, a spa multi-jet low-curb glass shower, even a

special vanity counter. Two other large bedrooms also have full ensuites.

On the practical side, LED lights are everywhere. The double oversized

garage is electric-car wired, ready for an optional car lift allowing space for

three vehicles and has direct stair access to the basement. The lower level

has large window wells for plenty of sunlight, a full bathroom, a dog-wash,

roughed-in wet bar area and more than enough room for a wide in-home

theatre and gym. The utility room is nothing short of an eco-geek’s paradise.

We hope you will have an opportunity to view this spectacular home. Please

call André at 613-262-0606 to arrange a private viewing.
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MLS # 1127015 Data Sheet         Click here for more details: www.224crestview.com

ONLY 12 MINUTE 

5 KM DRIVE TO 

PARLIAMENT 

HILL

http://www.224crestview.com/

